Heating oil is an extremely important heating fuel to consumers in northeastern United States. This paper studies the fluctuations law and dynamic behavior of heating oil spot and futures prices by setting up their complex network models based on the data of America in recent 30 years. 
Introduction
Heating oil is a low viscosity, liquid petroleum product used as a fuel oil for furnaces or boilers in buildings. As EIA (U.S. Energy Information Administration) reported, there are about six million households in the United States using heating oil as their main heating fuel at present, and mostly used in the northeastern United States. Heating oil is refined from crude oil at a 25% yield, thus its prices are generally closely related to fluctuations in crude oil prices [1, 2] , also depending on the amount of fuel purchased. Unlike natural gas which is purchased on demand, heating oil must be purchased in advance, and usually with a large amount, which has brought a considerable burden to lots of American families. In addition, heating oil prices paid by consumers can vary for a variety of reasons: seasonality in the demand for heating oil, competition in local markets and regional operating costs. As a result, heating oil prices have changed significantly over time, with changes occurring every season (due to fluctuations in demand for space heating throughout the year), weekly or even daily (due to fluctuations in world crude oil prices) [3] . The volatility of prices over time makes it difficult for many households to manage the purchase effectively. Therefore, exploring the volatility of heating oil prices in the spot and futures markets can help to provide a scientific basis to quantify the uncertainties in the market and avoid market risks. At first, the heating oil spot and futures price sequences are denoted as S ps (t) (t = 1, 2, 3, · · · , n, n = 7543) and S p f (t) (t = 1, 2, 3, · · · , n, n = 7543) respectively. For the U.S. heating oil spot and futures prices, we are concerned about the information of price changes, that is, the daily price position. As for continuous spot price sequence of heating oil, assuming that S ps (t) is the current price, S ps (t − 1) is the previous prices, then the fluctuation sequence of heating oil spot prices can be expressed as ∆S ps (t) = S ps (t) − S ps (t − 1). At the same time, the fluctuation sequence of heating oil futures prices can be written as ∆S p f (t) = S p f (t) − S p f (t − , it means heating oil prices fell steadily when ∆S ps = 0, the prices rise sharply when ∆S ps > M ∆S ps , at the same time, it means heating oil prices rose steadily if 0 < ∆S ps ≤ M ∆S ps , and a steady fall if −M ∆S ps ≤ ∆S ps < 0. Besides, it means a sharp fall in heating oil prices when ∆S ps < −M ∆S ps . The coarse-grained treatment of the sample data omits small levels of detail, and the validity of conclusions largely depends on the accuracy of coarse graining processing. In order to reveal the law between heating oil spot prices and futures prices of America more clearly, the symbols should Sustainability 2017, 9, 574 4 of 29 not be chosen too many. Next we make every variable value of ∆S ps correspond to a certain letter, then get the heating oil price fluctuations sequence represented by letters, that is, each value of ∆S ps with a symbol of hs i corresponding to,
G, ∆S ps > M ∆S ps , g, 0 < ∆S ps ≤ M ∆S ps , s, ∆S ps = 0, f , −M ∆S ps ≤ ∆S ps < 0, F, ∆S ps ≤ −M ∆S ps , (1) where G, g, s, f and F represent the states of sharp rise, steady rise, stabilization, steady fall and sharp fall respectively. According to the method mentioned above, it is feasible to convert the fluctuation sequence of American heating oil spot prices into the corresponding symbol sequence:
SS ps = {hs 1 , hs 2 , hs 3 , · · ·}, hs i ∈ (G, g, s, f , F),
Similarly, the fluctuation sequence of heating oil futures prices can also be converted as below:
Period Division
RG, Rg, Rs, R f and RF those mean the occurrence probability of G, g, s, f and F respectively are calculated for each period of 12 months based on the results of data processing in Section 2.1. The probability evolution of each symbol is shown in Figure 2a . As we can see, the occurrence probability of steady volatility state is the smallest, which is generally between 0 and 0.1 in the spot price fluctuations of heating oil. While the occurrence probability of the sharp rise state G, the sharp fall state F, the steady rise state g and the steady fall state f appear alternately around 2004. In order to further distinguish the periods of sharp ups and downs, as well as steady ups and downs, we carry out the following calculation:
where Rg f represents the occurrence probability of a steady rise and fall of heating oil spot prices, RGF represents the occurrence probability of a sharp rise and fall of heating oil spot prices, and then the evolution images of Rg f and RGF are obtained, as shown in Figure 2b . It illustrates that the probability of a sharp state of ups and downs begins to exceed that of a steady state of ups and downs, indicating the state of heating oil spot prices fluctuations has changed. We divide the period from 2 June 1986 to 26 February 2004 as the stable fluctuation period of heating oil spot prices; 26 February 2004-1 July 2016 is divided into the volatile fluctuation period of heating oil spot prices, which can be further divided into a sharp rise period and a sharp fall period. Therefore, we do further research during the volatile fluctuation period and make the following calculation:
where RgG and R f F represent the occurrence probability of the sharp rise and sharp fall respectively, as shown in Figure 2c . And it can be clearly seen that the volatile fluctuation period of heating oil spot prices is divided into six different periods according to the different proportions of rising and falling.
To sum up, the heating oil spot price fluctuations can be divided into seven periods (see Table 1 ).
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From the above results, the rising and falling states of both spot prices and futures prices change at around 2004. According to the Futures Daily reported that the supply and demand of the international crude oil was in a state of tension in 2004, many core crude oil import ports and oil refining centers were attacked by the hurricane in September and October 2004, which made lots of refineries close down, and caused a serious impact to increase the inventories of heating oil and the supply of crude oil. Observing the stocks of America heating oil since 2000, which has reached its lowest level Under normal circumstances, the trading days of the U.S. heating oil futures and spot market are five days a week, so we are on the basis of getting the spot price symbol sequence SS ps = {hs i }, i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , 7543 and futures price symbol sequence FS p f = {h f i }, i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , 7543, using five Sustainability 2017, 9, 574 7 of 29 symbols to represent price fluctuations for five days, then making them compose a sequence of symbols and defining this as a mode, and then choosing one day for the step to do data sliding. As a result, 7539 volatility modes of spot prices and futures prices (including the same mode) have been obtained respectively. Since the modes are formed by sliding the data, the former mode is the basis for the formation of the latter one, and the modes are directional and transitive. Therefore, it is possible to build a directional weighted network of heating oil prices with each fluctuation mode as the node, the directional transformation between the modes as the edge and the transformation times as the weight. We take the spot price fluctuation network of heating oil as an example, and its construction process is shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . The construction process of the directional weighted for heating oil spot price fluctuations.
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Dynamic Characteristics of Heating Oil Price Fluctuation Networks
Next, we analyze the fluctuations of spot prices and futures prices from the perspective of global network and local network, and then find out the dynamic evolution mechanism within price fluctuations. v . The diameter D [9] of the network is defined as the maximum of all distances
The average path L [9, 10, 31] is the average distance between any two nodes, for the directional network, L is calculated by ( )
where N is the number of nodes in the network. It can be seen from Figures 4a and 5a that the connection between nodes is very complex in HSPFN and HFPFN. From the view of different periods, there are different three-dimensional network structures for the spot and futures price volatility networks at different times. For the above characteristics, comparative analysis one by one in the following sections will be made.
First of all, we may as well consider HSPFN and HFPFN (see Figures 4a and 5a ). According to the method of constructing networks in Section 2.3.1, the price fluctuation mode of heating oil is the 5-character mode that is composed of five types of symbols. Therefore, there should be 3125 (5 5 ) different modes in theory. However, as previously discussed, there are 1501 and 1446 different fluctuation modes (nodes) in HSPFN and HFPFN, and the numbers of modes appearing in different fluctuation periods are 211~1471 and 204~1397 respectively. Next, from the point of view of node number, which in HFPFN is less than that in HSPFN, thus it can be inferred that the fluctuation of heating oil spot prices is more complicated.
Next, we analyze the fluctuations of spot prices and futures prices from the perspective of global network and local network, and then find out the dynamic evolution mechanism within price fluctuations. 
The average path L [9, 10, 31] is the average distance between any two nodes, for the directional network, L is calculated by
where N is the number of nodes in the network.
Strength and Strength Distribution
The key status of nodes can be explained by their degree and strength in the complex network theory. Since what we established were the directional weighted networks for the heating oil spot and futures price fluctuations, thus the strength and strength distribution of nodes need to be discussed in this section. In the un-weighted network, the degree of a node mainly reflects the connection between the node and other nodes. However, the strength of a node not only reflects the connection between the node and other nodes, but also shows the weight of the edge between two nodes. In another word, strength is a weighted statement of degree, which measures the sum of the weights of all the edges for a given node. The strength of node v i is divided into the out-strength and in-strength, but the in-strength of node v i represents the number of times that other nodes convert to it, and the out-strength is in contrast. The in-strength and out-strength of nodes [9] are calculated as follows:
where w ji denotes the weight of the edge connecting nodes v j to v i , and it means that v j to v i are not connected if w ji = 0.
The strength distribution of nodes [28] is defined by
where s i is the strength and N is the sum of the strength of all nodes. The greater the strength and strength distribution of a mode are, the more times it will transform into other modes (including the current mode), which means a higher probability and importance of it existing in the network. In addition, the network is a scale-free network if the strength distribution p(s) of it can be fitted by the power-law distribution described by
which is equivalent to ln p(s) = ln C − γ ln s,
where C is the proportionality constant, γ is the power exponent, the greater the value of γ is, the stronger the power-law distribution of the network will be. According to the construction method of the price fluctuation network model in Section 2.3.1, these nodes are connected in time order, hence the out-strength and in-strength of nodes are the same except for the first and the last one. Next, for convenience of operation and description, we only consider the in-strength of nodes, and both of them will be narrated as strength in the following.
Betweeness Centrality
In some large-scale networks, the status of different nodes is different. For example, in the process of damaging network nodes, the network will be paralyzed if some nodes are damaged. To measure the importance of a node, its degree can certainly be used as a measure, but not entirely. Another metric called betweenness [28, 29] needs to be defined, which is a global feature measure that reflects the influence and role of nodes or edges in the whole network. The shortest path between non-adjacent nodes v j and v l in the network will pass through some nodes, if a node v i is traversed by many other shortest paths, it means the node is important, and its influence or importance can be expressed by the betweenness B i [32] , B i in the directed network is defined as follows
where N jl represents the shortest path number of node v j to node v l , and N jl (i) is the number of the shortest path from node v j to node v l that passing through node v i . Thus, the betweenness of node v i is the proportion of all the shortest paths passing through it in the network.
Clustering Coefficient
The clustering coefficient of nodes mainly reflects the closeness of adjacent nodes. This kind of natural clustering of complex networks can be described quantitatively by the average clustering coefficient. In graph theory, the average clustering coefficient refers to the average probability of two nodes connecting to the same node in the network, which is usually used to characterize the local structure of a network. In order to derive the definition of average clustering, we may as well define the clustering coefficient first. In a directed weighted network, the clustering coefficient C i [29, 33] of a node v i is defined as
where w ij and w ik denote the edge weights of two nodes (i, j) and two nodes (i, k), respectively. indicates the total number of triangles in the network that contain v i . Next the average clustering coefficient of a network is obtained by averaging the clustering coefficient over the whole network [34] , which is defined as
Apparently 0 ≤ C ≤ 1, C = 0 if and only if the clustering coefficients of all nodes in the network are zero; C = 1 if and only if the clustering coefficients of all nodes in the network are 1, then the network is globally coupled at this time. That is, any two nodes in the network are directly connected.
Results and Analysis

Regularity Analysis for the Appearance of New Nodes
Based on the networks of spot and futures prices fluctuation in different periods in Section 2.3.2, we study the emergence regularity of new nodes from the view of the cumulative time interval, as shown in Figure 6 . It shows a higher credibility of the results, and indicates that the accumulation time of new nodes in HSPFN and HFPFN increases linearly, which presents a good regularity. This regularity reflects the temporal variation of spot and future prices can be forward-looking. For instance, in the futures price fluctuation network of heating oil, it can be projected that the 1700th new node will appear on 7 September 2018 according to this method, the emergence time of the 1800th new node will be on 3 August 2020. From the comparison of the network nodes, the length of new nodes' time interval in the HFPFN (indicated by green " " in Figure 6a ) is larger than that in HSPFN (indicated by the blue "∆" in Figure 6a ), indicating that when the data are based on the same length to build the network, the number of network nodes in HSPFN will be more than that in HFPFN, which also explains the evolution of HSPFN is more complex to some extent.
From the perspective of different periods, Figure 6b To sum up, new nodes appearing in the heating oil price fluctuation networks mean some nodes of abnormal volatility (different from the previous state of volatility), indicating that the fluctuation of heating oil prices has complex non-linearity, but the cumulative time of the abnormally fluctuating price node has shown rectilinearity. Using this law can effectively identify the occurrence time of these abnormally fluctuating nodes, and make price decision-makers react in time for the arrival of a new price fluctuation sequence, thereby improve the accuracy when forecasting energy prices.
Conversion Cycle Analysis of Price Fluctuation Mode
According to the relevant definitions of the average path length in Section 2.4.1, we use the Floyd algorithm [29, 35] to calculate the distance between any two nodes in the network, the results and different path length distributions are shown in Figure 7 .
As shown in Figure 7a ,c, the network diameter D s is 22 in HSPFN, the average path length of the network is 7.7834, and the distances between nodes of 6, 7, 8, 9 account for 66.28% of the total, indicating the price fluctuation modes in the HSPFN show a short-range correlation, and the conversion cycle of 7-8 days, showing that the conversion is frequent. Besides, Figure 7b,d show the HFPFN situation, the network diameter D f is 21, the average path length of this network is 7.7342, the distances between nodes of 6, 7, 8, 9 account for 66.52% of the total, which reveals that fluctuation modes also show a short-range related nature with a conversion cycle of 7-8 days. In contrast, D f is slightly smaller than D s , but the conversion cycles of price fluctuation modes basically the same, are 7-8 days. These properties provide a basis for predicting the periodic conversion rules of heating oil price fluctuations in the future.
Spot prices can reflect the influence of seasonal factors and other factors on heating oil prices, so we may consider from different periods (see Figure 8a) for the spot price fluctuation network. In the stable fluctuation period, the network diameter is 25, the average path length is 9.1874, indicating that the conversion cycles of spot price fluctuation modes are 9-10 days. In addition, the distances between nodes are 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, which account for 67.50% of the total number. In the period of sharp fluctuation, the network diameter is 26, and the average path length is 8.5679, which means the transformation periods of this case are 8-9 days. Besides, the distances between nodes are 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, accounting for 70.05% of the total. By comparing the results of different periods, a longer diameter and a shorter volatility cycle can be found during the sharp fluctuation period for HSPFN. As the price volatility period is often caused by some significant impact of the incidents, thus our results can show that the occurrence of emergencies may accelerate the conversion cycle of price volatility.
HFPFN situation
Spot prices can reflect the influence of seasonal factors and other factors on heating oil prices, so we may consider from different periods (see Figure 8a) for the spot price fluctuation network. In the stable fluctuation period, the network diameter is 25, the average path length is 9.1874, indicating that the conversion cycles of spot price fluctuation modes are 9-10 days. In addition, the distances between nodes are 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, which account for 67.50% of the total number. In the period of sharp fluctuation, the network diameter is 26, and the average path length is 8.5679, which means the transformation periods of this case are 8-9 days. Besides, the distances between nodes are 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, accounting for 70.05% of the total. By comparing the results of different periods, a longer diameter and a shorter volatility cycle can be found during the sharp fluctuation period for HSPFN. As the price volatility period is often caused by some significant impact of the incidents, thus our results can show that the occurrence of emergencies may accelerate the conversion cycle of price volatility. As for HFPFN, taking the same angle of different periods to consider (see Figure 8b ). In the period of stable fluctuation, the network diameter is 30, the average path length is 8.9346, which indicates that the transition periods of fluctuation modes in futures prices are 8-9 days during the stable fluctuation period. In addition, the distances between nodes are 7, 8, 9 and 10, accounting for 58.24% of the total number. However, in the sharp fluctuation period, the network diameter is 21, the average path length is 8.3546, indicating that the conversion cycles of fluctuation modes in futures prices are 8-9 days. The distances between nodes are 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, which account for 71.91% of the total. These show unexpected events on the conversion cycle of futures price fluctuations with little effect due to futures prices sometimes fail to make timely adjustments to the impact of emergencies.
The above analysis demonstrates that the heating oil spot and futures prices have a cyclical character from the whole point of view. That is, a change occurs in seven to eight days, and this change is likely to be wave modes occurred in the past. This phenomenon may due to some factors that affect the change of wave modes, and the volatility modes are sensitive to the influence of these factors. For instance, the trading days of heating oil are five days of a week, which may cause consumers to psychologically accept or reject such rules, and further influence the actual transaction price and trading volume, resulting in price volatility of a short period to change around a certain mode emerged in the past. Besides, it is respectively the mutual transformations between the 1501 and 1446 different modes that constitute complicated network structures in HSPFN and HFPFN established in this paper, that is why repetitive modes are generated. In another way, the conversion cycle of spot prices during the stable fluctuation period is different from that during the violent fluctuation period, but the difference is not significant, which reflects the impact of factors such as the occurrence of sudden events, changes in the natural environment and national policies on the volatility of spot prices. In terms of futures prices, the conversion cycle maintains consistency during different fluctuation periods. This shows that futures prices fail to make sensitive response to sudden situation, reflecting the difference between expectation and reality to a certain degree. In short, not only the early warning of heating oil price fluctuation can be provided according to the periodicity of spot price and futures price fluctuation, but also it reflects complex intrinsic dynamic characteristics of heating oil prices.
Analysis of Strength and Strength Distribution of Nodes
In order to further reveal the time distribution characteristics of important modes and the power-law distribution of some networks in different periods, the strength and cumulative strength distribution of nodes are investigated in the following.
As shown in Figure 9 , the left coordinate represents the node strength and the right coordinate represents the cumulative strength distribution of nodes. Furthermore, most nodes in the heating oil spot and futures price fluctuation networks are small in strength, only a small number of nodes are large, which is a typical characteristic of the scale-free network. For HSPFN (see Table 4 ), there are 1501 nodes in the network, of which 31 nodes are more than 40 in strength, accounting for 25.80% of the total strength, namely the sum of strength of 2.07% nodes is 25.80% of the total strength. For HFPFN (see Table 4 ), there are 1446 nodes in the network, among which there are 30 nodes with their strength exceeding 40, accounting for 28.60% of the total strength, that is, the sum of strength of 2.07% nodes are 28.60% of the total strength. large, which is a typical characteristic of the scale-free network. For HSPFN (see Table 4 ), there are 1501 nodes in the network, of which 31 nodes are more than 40 in strength, accounting for 25.80% of the total strength, namely the sum of strength of 2.07% nodes is 25.80% of the total strength. For HFPFN (see Table 4 ), there are 1446 nodes in the network, among which there are 30 nodes with their strength exceeding 40, accounting for 28.60% of the total strength, that is, the sum of strength of 2.07% nodes are 28.60% of the total strength. Node strength can reflect the influence or importance of nodes in the whole network to a certain extent. These nodes have been explored with their strength more than 40 in both HSPFN and HFPFN, and then their name, strength and appearing time (see Figure 10) are obtained, among which the red line indicates the positive direction, the blue line represents the opposite direction, the character signifies the name of a node, and the number on the connecting line between two nodes indicates the weight.
More clear transformation relations and the times of transformations among important nodes (nodes with strength greater than 40) are shown in Figure 11 . Among which, the transformation relationship between these nodes is represented by a black solid line, and the red number on each connecting line indicates the times of conversions between two nodes. Figure 11 could facilitate the reader's observation and understanding of the relationship between important nodes. Node strength can reflect the influence or importance of nodes in the whole network to a certain extent. These nodes have been explored with their strength more than 40 in both HSPFN and HFPFN, and then their name, strength and appearing time (see Figure 10) are obtained, among which the red line indicates the positive direction, the blue line represents the opposite direction, the character signifies the name of a node, and the number on the connecting line between two nodes indicates the weight.
More clear transformation relations and the times of transformations among important nodes (nodes with strength greater than 40) are shown in Figure 11 . Among which, the transformation relationship between these nodes is represented by a black solid line, and the red number on each connecting line indicates the times of conversions between two nodes. Figure 11 could facilitate the reader's observation and understanding of the relationship between important nodes. In Figure 10 , it can be seen from the emergence time of important nodes that the nodes with large strength tend to appear earlier at first, but the nodes appear earlier are not necessarily with large strength in HSPFN and HFPFN. In the spot price fluctuation network, 31 nodes with strength greater than 40 come from the first 135 nodes in this network. Among them, node ggggf , which occurs on 27 August 1986, is the node with the largest strength, and it is the fifty-seventh node in the network. On one hand, there are 12 nodes whose strength are one before the 135th nodes in the spot price fluctuation network, where the earliest node is gGfgs with emergence time on 15 July 1986, and it is the thirtieth node appearing in the spot price volatility network. Therefore, a conclusion can be drawn that the node appears earlier does not necessarily have large strength in HSPFN. There are 30 nodes with strength greater than 40 coming from the first 122 nodes in the futures price fluctuation network. Among them, the node ggffs , which appears on 14 August 1986, is the node with the largest strength. Moreover, it is the 50th node that appears in the futures price fluctuation network. On the other hand, there are 9 nodes with strength being 1 in the first 122 nodes, and the earliest node fgggF occurring on 25 July 1986, which is the 37th node in the futures price fluctuation network. Second, it can be seen from the weight of connecting line between nodes that the nodes with large strength are all closely connected in the two price fluctuation networks of heating oil. The average contribution rate of the interconnection between important nodes is 85.74% for HSPFN, while which is 87.27% for HFPFN, hence it is easy to find both the two networks have obvious positive correlation characteristics, that is to say, the nodes with large strength are inclined to connect with nodes with large strength. These above analysis shows that although the conversions of heating oil spot and futures price fluctuations are very frequent and complicated, the first 9% nodes can reflect the core volatility state, which further confirms that the price volatility of heating oil in the future is likely to In Figure 10 , it can be seen from the emergence time of important nodes that the nodes with large strength tend to appear earlier at first, but the nodes appear earlier are not necessarily with large strength in HSPFN and HFPFN. In the spot price fluctuation network, 31 nodes with strength greater than 40 come from the first 135 nodes in this network. Among them, node gggg f , which occurs on 27 August 1986, is the node with the largest strength, and it is the fifty-seventh node in the network. On one hand, there are 12 nodes whose strength are one before the 135th nodes in the spot price fluctuation network, where the earliest node is gG f gs with emergence time on 15 July 1986, and it is the thirtieth node appearing in the spot price volatility network. Therefore, a conclusion can be drawn that the node appears earlier does not necessarily have large strength in HSPFN. There are 30 nodes with strength greater than 40 coming from the first 122 nodes in the futures price fluctuation network. Among them, the node gg f f s, which appears on 14 August 1986, is the node with the largest strength. Moreover, it is the 50th node that appears in the futures price fluctuation network. On the other hand, there are 9 nodes with strength being 1 in the first 122 nodes, and the earliest node f gggF occurring on 25 July 1986, which is the 37th node in the futures price fluctuation network. Second, it can be seen from the weight of connecting line between nodes that the nodes with large strength are all closely connected in the two price fluctuation networks of heating oil. The average contribution rate of the interconnection between important nodes is 85.74% for HSPFN, while which is 87.27% for HFPFN, hence it is easy to find both the two networks have obvious positive correlation characteristics, that is to say, the nodes with large strength are inclined to connect with nodes with large strength. These above analysis shows that although the conversions of heating oil spot and futures price fluctuations are very frequent and complicated, the first 9% nodes can reflect the core volatility state, which further confirms that the price volatility of heating oil in the future is likely to be similar to that in some past periods. Therefore, studying the fluctuating state of the first 9% nodes and their transformation relationship can help the essential characteristics of price fluctuations to be described approximately. Figure 12 presents that most nodes in the two price fluctuation networks of heating oil have small strength, whereas a small number of nodes have larger strength as a whole. The double-logarithm curves of node strength in HSPFN and HFPFN are fitted by using the least squares linear fitting method. Then the corresponding linear regression equations are y = −1.5108x − 0.9080 and y = −1.4253x − 1.1280, where 0.8511 and 0.8067 respectively are the values of trend line correlation coefficient R 2 , the visible results have a high degree of credibility, indicating that the two networks obey power-law distribution as a whole, and the power indexes corresponding to 1.5108 and 1.4253, which also from one side shows these two networks are scale-free networks. At the same time, as for the scale-free network, the larger the power exponent γ is, the higher the power-law distribution will be. Therefore, the power-law distribution of HSPFN is higher than that of HFPFN. R , the visible results have a high degree of credibility, indicating that the two networks obey power-law distribution as a whole, and the power indexes corresponding to 1.5108 and 1.4253, which also from one side shows these two networks are scale-free networks. At the same time, as for the scale-free network, the larger the power exponent γ is, the higher the power-law distribution will be. Therefore, the power-law distribution of HSPFN is higher than that of HFPFN. From the perspective of different periods, we investigate the double-logarithmic curves of node strength in the spot and futures price fluctuation networks of heating oil in different periods according to the time division method in Section 2.2 (see Figure 13 ). R , the visible results have a high degree of credibility, indicating that the two networks obey power-law distribution as a whole, and the power indexes corresponding to 1.5108 and 1.4253, which also from one side shows these two networks are scale-free networks. At the same time, as for the scale-free network, the larger the power exponent γ is, the higher the power-law distribution will be. Therefore, the power-law distribution of HSPFN is higher than that of HFPFN. From the perspective of different periods, we investigate the double-logarithmic curves of node strength in the spot and futures price fluctuation networks of heating oil in different periods according to the time division method in Section 2.2 (see Figure 13 ). Similarly, the least squares fitting method is used to regress the double-logarithmic curves of node strength in two price fluctuation networks in different periods, and the corresponding fitting parameters are shown in Table 5 .
Through the observation of Figure 13 and Table 5 , it can be easily seen these two price fluctuation networks of heating oil follow the power-law distribution in different periods, and the power exponents of the network correspond to different values at different periods. From the whole point of view, the power exponents of the above two networks in the severe fluctuation period are both higher than that of the stationary fluctuation period, which indicates that the power-law distribution of node strength is higher in the period of severe fluctuation. However, from the change of the power exponents perspective, the power exponent increases from the first period to the sixth period and decreases from the sixth period to the seventh period in HSPFN, suggesting that the degree of power-law distribution of HSPFN increases first and then decreases. However, for HFPFN, the power exponent increases from the first to third period, and reduces from the third to fifth period, and then decreases from the period of the fifth to the sixth. This means the power-law distribution shows a trend of increasing first and then decreasing, then increasing again in HFPFN. On the other hand, it can be found by careful comparison that, whether it is in the network of heating oil spot price volatility or futures price volatility, the maximum power index and minimum power index are present in the period of sharp rise, which means that the power-law distribution is more volatile during the period of violent upswing, and more stable during the sharp decline period. In conclusion, we can find from the above analysis that HSPFN and HFPFN are scale-free networks, and the important modes in HSPFN are mainly composed of 31 kinds at a long term, with an average contribution rate of 80%. While the important modes of HFPFN are consisted of 30 kinds, and their average contribution rate reaches 87.27%, indicating that the conversion between nodes with larger strength is more frequent. In addition, these important nodes often come from the first 9%, so the evolution of whole network can be grasped by researching the first 9% nodes. In another way, HSPFN and HFPFN of different periods are also scale-free networks, which means node strength obeys the power-law distribution. The degree of the power-distribution is higher in the period of violent fluctuation, and of great complexity and regularity for the two price networks of heating oil. This illustrates the complex intrinsic dynamics characteristics of fluctuations in heating oil prices from the side.
The Correlation between HSPFN and HFPFN
Over the years, many scholars have always believed that there is a close correlation between spot prices and futures prices of heating oil, and they conducted systematic studies [1, 7] . The next section will measure the correlation between the two from the perspective of network nodes. From results above, it can be seen that the number of nodes in HSPFN and HFPFN are 1501 and 1446 respectively, and in all of these nodes, 1200 ones are identical. We do some relevant statistics about these 1200 nodes, which is reflected in Figure 14 , where the strength of a node is represented by its size, the green node remarks the node coming from spot price fluctuation network, and the red node signifies the node of futures price fluctuation network. When the strength of a node in spot price network is greater than that in futures price network with the green character representation, and vice versa by red characters.
these 1200 nodes, which is reflected in Figure 14, Based on above results, the similarity of two price fluctuation networks of heating oil has been calculated using following formula: Figure 15 ). Figure 15 presents that there are 1061 identical nodes in the stable fluctuation period for HSPFN and HFPFN, with the network similarity of 0.6668, whereas only 876 nodes are same in that period of sharp fluctuation, the network similarity at this time is 0.1139. Therefore, the correlation between spot prices and futures prices of heating oil is complicated and the degree of correlation is very weak during the period of violent fluctuation, while there is strong dependency between the two during the stable fluctuation period.
To sum up, the research on similarity of node degree is very effective in describing the dependence between spot and futures price fluctuations of heating oil. Through the calculation, it can be obtained that the Spearman correlation coefficients [36] Based on above results, the similarity of two price fluctuation networks of heating oil has been calculated using following formula:
where M spot and M f uture are the total number of nodes in HSPFN and HFPFN, M same is the total number of the same nodes, and 0 ≤ l ≤ 1, which suggests that the similarity degree of two networks reaches the highest if l = 1. By calculating, the correlation of the node strength of spot and futures price fluctuation networks is 0.7829, which shows that the similarity of these two networks is relatively high, and the interdependence between them is relatively close. Figure 15) . Figure 15 presents that there are 1061 identical nodes in the stable fluctuation period for HSPFN and HFPFN, with the network similarity of 0.6668, whereas only 876 nodes are same in that period of sharp fluctuation, the network similarity at this time is 0.1139. Therefore, the correlation between spot prices and futures prices of heating oil is complicated and the degree of correlation is very weak during the period of violent fluctuation, while there is strong dependency between the two during the stable fluctuation period.
To sum up, the research on similarity of node degree is very effective in describing the dependence between spot and futures price fluctuations of heating oil. Through the calculation, it can be obtained that the Spearman correlation coefficients [36] of the two are 0.6153 and 0.1239 in the periods of stable fluctuation and sharp volatility. At the same time, based on the Pearson correlation coefficient formula [37, 38] , we find that the correlation values of them in stable fluctuation period and violent fluctuation period are 0.9013 and 0.1410, respectively. However, it is acknowledged that the Pearson correlation coefficient is more accurate and more sensitive than the Spearman rank correlation coefficient, and only if the Pearson correlation coefficient does not significantly deviate from the Spearman rank correlation coefficient can we use the former, if the difference between the two is too large, then the original data is irregular. Thus, the Pearson correlation coefficient can be taken into account directly according to our data and results, which also shows that the correlation between the spot prices and futures prices of heating oil in steady fluctuations is strong but weak in drastic fluctuations, which is consistent with our results getting from the network nodes perspective. Accordingly, it can be inferred from these findings that the futures prices of heating oil can be a good predictor of the spot prices during the stable fluctuation period, but the prediction function weakens in the severe fluctuation period. In addition, we can not only get the dependence degree between the two kinds of price fluctuations, but also secure the same modes and their number appearing in the fluctuation process, which means that our results are higher in differentiation than the previous research results.
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(a) (b) 
Intermediary Modal Analysis in Price Fluctuations
Firstly, the evolution of betweenness and strength of nodes over time in HSPFN and HFPFN has been analyzed in this section.
The results of Figure 16 show 
The results of Figure 16 show Some details can be found by comparing the above results: (1) the betweeness centrality in the stable fluctuation period is less than that in the violent fluctuation period, which indicates the impact of some unexpected events enhances the intermediary degree of network nodes, and the same node (for example, gGgg f ) corresponds to different values at different times. Thus, we can see that the intermediary capacity of network nodes is declining in the stable fluctuation period; (2) Whether it is in the overall network or local network concerning HSPFN and HFPFN, there is no symbol "s" for the first five nodes with the largest betweenness, suggesting that the drastic changes in the futures and spot prices often have a relatively strong intermediary ability in the long-term heating oil market; (3) Both of the two kinds of price fluctuation network of heating oil show that the main mediating function is borne by the node with small strength, revealing from the side that the important node is not necessarily the node with large strength. When these nodes with a higher betweeness centrality turn up, it suggests that this period is a transitional stage, and reflects the alternation of changes in price volatility along with the precursors of change. Using this law can determine whether the heating oil market is in a transitional period, which can forecast the fluctuation states of spot prices and provide reference basis for the pricing of heating oil in the transition period.
Analysis of Clustering Characteristics between Fluctuation Modes
This part mainly discusses the relationship among clustering coefficient, time as well as node strength of HSPFN and HFPFN according to some relevant definitions of clustering coefficient mentioned in Section 2.4.4 (see Figure 18) . fgFfg , whose strengths are 3, 4, 4, 4 and 4.
Some details can be found by comparing the above results: (1) the betweeness centrality in the stable fluctuation period is less than that in the violent fluctuation period, which indicates the impact of some unexpected events enhances the intermediary degree of network nodes, and the same node (for example, gGggf ) corresponds to different values at different times. Thus, we can see that the intermediary capacity of network nodes is declining in the stable fluctuation period; (2) Whether it is in the overall network or local network concerning HSPFN and HFPFN, there is no symbol "s" for the first five nodes with the largest betweenness, suggesting that the drastic changes in the futures and spot prices often have a relatively strong intermediary ability in the long-term heating oil market; (3) Both of the two kinds of price fluctuation network of heating oil show that the main mediating function is borne by the node with small strength, revealing from the side that the important node is not necessarily the node with large strength. When these nodes with a higher betweeness centrality turn up, it suggests that this period is a transitional stage, and reflects the alternation of changes in price volatility along with the precursors of change. Using this law can determine whether the heating oil market is in a transitional period, which can forecast the fluctuation states of spot prices and provide reference basis for the pricing of heating oil in the transition period.
This part mainly discusses the relationship among clustering coefficient, time as well as node strength of HSPFN and HFPFN according to some relevant definitions of clustering coefficient mentioned in Section 2.4.4 (see Figure 18 ). As shown in Figure 18a , for the spot price fluctuation network, the average clustering coefficient is 0.00082, and of all nodes only 13 nodes whose clustering coefficients are not zero, they are respectively fgggg , gffff , fffff , ggggg , Gffff , sgggg , Ggggg , gGGGG , fGGGG , As shown in Figure 18a , for the spot price fluctuation network, the average clustering coefficient is 0.00082, and of all nodes only 13 nodes whose clustering coefficients are not zero, they are respectively f gggg, g f f f f , f f f f f , ggggg, G f f f f , sgggg, Ggggg, gGGGG, f GGGG, GGGGG, F f f f f , GFFFF and Figure 18b shows that the average clustering coefficient is 0.00076 in HFPFN, while the clustering coefficients of 9 nodes are not zero, namely nodes sgggg, f gggg, ggggg, g f f f f , f f f f f , gFFFF, FFFFF, f FFFF and GFFFF in accordance with the order of occurrence. The clustering coefficients of these nodes respectively are 0.0938, 0.0525, 0.0098, 0.059, 0.0568, 0.0952, 0.0833, 0.25 and 0.4, and their matching strengths are 8, 69, 34, 65, 22, 7, 6, 6 and 5. The contrast presents that both of the two price networks of heating oil have smaller clustering coefficients, that is, these two modes connecting with the same mode are also connected with each other with less probability. However, the clustering coefficient of HSPFN is slightly larger, indicating how closely the spot price volatility network higher than the futures price volatility network. However, we can also see that the nodes with non-zero clustering coefficients in these two price fluctuation networks are usually small in strength, only a few appear in the nodes with large strength. This presents that the price fluctuation network of heating oil is not completely random, to some extent with the "birds of a feather flock together" characteristics [29, 39] . However, more obvious clustering characteristics of the network may occur in small groups or in large groups. From the occurrence time of clustering coefficients, the first appeared on 26 August 1986, and the last appeared on 7 February 2000 in HSPFN, while for HFPFN, the clustering coefficient emerged for the first time on 23 June 1986, the last time was 1 September 2005. In addition, the clustering coefficients will be different if on other time scales, which shows that in the actual spot and futures prices of heating oil changing with time, the volatility of prices is sometimes reflected on a large time scale, but sometimes reflected in a small time scale. Researching on the clustering coefficients of the two price networks of heating oil can provide some reference and help for us to study the clusters of price volatility in the future.
From the perspective of different periods, Figure 19 displays the evolving images of the cluster coefficients existing in HSPFN and HFPFN during the stable fluctuation period and the severe fluctuation phase respectively. Furthermore, we find that the volatility of heating oil prices shows different characteristics in different periods from above experiment. Overall, the weighted clustering coefficients of only 9 nodes in HSPFN are not zero. That is, only the neighbors of these nine nodes are closely connected, which form nine small groups with these nodes as the core, while there are 6 small clusters in HFPFN. From different periods, there are respectively 9 and 3 small clusters for HSPFN and HFPFN during the stable fluctuation period. However, they respectively form 6 and 5 small groups in the violent fluctuation period. From different periods, there are respectively 9 and 3 small clusters for HSPFN and HFPFN during the stable fluctuation period. However, they respectively form 6 and 5 small groups in the violent fluctuation period. In addition, for HSPFN and HFPFN, the core modes that cause clusters have a great similarity in a certain period, that is to say, the core modes that cause clusters in futures price volatility are also prone to occur in spot price fluctuations. This reflects a good prediction function for futures prices, but some appropriate adjustments also should be made based on the own conditions of spot prices. To determine which fluctuation period they lie in depending upon the occurrence frequency of these fluctuating modes, which is useful and meaningful reference for making reasonable decision for price setting, avoiding excessive pricing errors or venture investments as well as avoiding market risk.
Next, the relationship among the three factors, such as node strength, betweenness and clustering coefficient, is investigated, mainly combining the above structural analysis of the three. First of all, some important nodes of strength or betweenness or clustering coefficient is relatively large are chosen to get the relationship among them (see Figure 20a ,c) and the time distribution of their first occurrence(see Figure 20b,d) . Firstly, in the stage of stable fluctuation (see Figure 19a ,b), 0.00086 is the average clustering coefficient for the spot price volatility network, and there are only 9 nodes are not zero for clustering coefficients, according to the order in which they appear are separately g f f f f , f gggg, G f f f f , f f f f f , Ggggg, ggggg, F f f f f , s f f f f and Fgggg. At the same time, the clustering coefficients of these nine nodes are 0.0833, 0.0833, 0.0952, 0.0303, 0.0455, 0.0175, 0.2, 0.3333 and 0.375 respectively, and their node strengths are 14, 32, 7, 11, 11, 19, 5, 3 and 4. As for the futures price volatility network, the average clustering coefficient is 0.00015, and there are three nodes with clustering coefficients of non-zero, names of these nodes according to their order of occurrence are g f f f f , G f f f f and f f f f f , of which the clustering coefficients are respectively 0.0357, 0.0938 and 0.0833, as well as the node strength corresponding to 21, 8 and 6. Secondly, in the violent volatility phase (see Figure 19c,d) , for the spot price volatility network , the average clustering coefficient of which is 0.00088, and it has 6 nodes that their clustering coefficients are not 0, that is, these clustering coefficients are separately 0.125, 0.1, 0.119, 0.1875, 0.25 and 0.1667 according to the sequence of their appearance, with their corresponding node names are f gggg, ggggg, Ggggg, F f f f f , f f f f f and G f f f f . In addition, the strength of these nodes are as such: 12, 10, 7, 4, 4 and 6. While the average clustering coefficient of the futures price fluctuation network is 0.00038, and it is the cluster coefficients of five nodes that are not 0, the values of these cluster coefficients namely 0.0714, 0.0313, 0.0952, 0.05 and 0.1667 according to the order that they occur, their node names followed by f gggg, ggggg, F f f f f , f f f f f , G f f f f , and the strength consistent with those five nodes is namely 14, 8, 7, 5 and 3. It can be seen from comparison that for the spot price fluctuation network, the number of nodes whose clustering coefficient is not zero in the stable fluctuation phase is greater than that during the sharp fluctuation period, which shows the network becomes more closely during the stage of stable volatility. However, the situation is just opposite for the futures price fluctuation network, indicating it is in the period of intense fluctuations that the network shows more closely. On the whole, whether the futures price volatility network or the spot price volatility network, the average clustering coefficient in the stable fluctuation stage is less than that in the widely fluctuating phase. It turned out that the prices of heating oil in the period of stable volatility reflect higher complexity.
Furthermore, we find that the volatility of heating oil prices shows different characteristics in different periods from above experiment. Overall, the weighted clustering coefficients of only 9 nodes in HSPFN are not zero. That is, only the neighbors of these nine nodes are closely connected, which form nine small groups with these nodes as the core, while there are 6 small clusters in HFPFN. From different periods, there are respectively 9 and 3 small clusters for HSPFN and HFPFN during the stable fluctuation period. However, they respectively form 6 and 5 small groups in the violent fluctuation period. From different periods, there are respectively 9 and 3 small clusters for HSPFN and HFPFN during the stable fluctuation period. However, they respectively form 6 and 5 small groups in the violent fluctuation period. In addition, for HSPFN and HFPFN, the core modes that cause clusters have a great similarity in a certain period, that is to say, the core modes that cause clusters in futures price volatility are also prone to occur in spot price fluctuations. This reflects a good prediction function for futures prices, but some appropriate adjustments also should be made based on the own conditions of spot prices. To determine which fluctuation period they lie in depending upon the occurrence frequency of these fluctuating modes, which is useful and meaningful reference for making reasonable decision for price setting, avoiding excessive pricing errors or venture investments as well as avoiding market risk.
Next, the relationship among the three factors, such as node strength, betweenness and clustering coefficient, is investigated, mainly combining the above structural analysis of the three. First of all, some important nodes of strength or betweenness or clustering coefficient is relatively large are chosen to get the relationship among them (see Figure 20a ,c) and the time distribution of their first occurrence(see Figure 20b,d) .
It can be seen from Figure 20a ,c that both HSPFN and HFPFN demonstrate that the node with larger strength has smaller betweeness centrality and clustering coefficient, and the node with larger betweeness has smaller strength and clustering coefficient. Furthermore, nodes with larger clustering coefficients have smaller betweeness and strength. Taken together, the two price fluctuation networks of heating oil are characterized by smaller betweeness centrality, average path length and clustering coefficient, as well as larger average node strength, which is different from the characteristics of stochastic networks and chaotic networks. Then from the first appearance of node strength, betweenness and clustering coefficient of the two networks in terms of time (see Figure 20b,d ), the nodes with larger node strength (shown as " ") occured earlier for the first time, generally focused on 1986, while the first emergence time of nodes with larger clustering coefficient ("♦" in the Figure 20 ) was relatively scattered, concentrated in the period from 1986 to 2000, but still biased towards the early, nodes of greater betweenness (shown as "∆") appeared most scattered, concentrated in the stage of 1986 to 2009. Once they appear, it means that the futures or spot prices of heating oil are in a volatile transition period, to carry out in-depth study of them will help to better grasp the heating oil price changes in regularity. It can be seen from Figure 20a ,c that both HSPFN and HFPFN demonstrate that the node with larger strength has smaller betweeness centrality and clustering coefficient, and the node with larger betweeness has smaller strength and clustering coefficient. Furthermore, nodes with larger clustering coefficients have smaller betweeness and strength. Taken together, the two price fluctuation networks of heating oil are characterized by smaller betweeness centrality, average path length and clustering coefficient, as well as larger average node strength, which is different from the characteristics of stochastic networks and chaotic networks. Then from the first appearance of node strength, betweenness and clustering coefficient of the two networks in terms of time (see Figure  20b ,d), the nodes with larger node strength (shown as "○") occured earlier for the first time, generally focused on 1986, while the first emergence time of nodes with larger clustering coefficient ("◊" in the Figure 20 ) was relatively scattered, concentrated in the period from 1986 to 2000, but still biased towards the early, nodes of greater betweenness (shown as "Δ") appeared most scattered, concentrated in the stage of 1986 to 2009. Once they appear, it means that the futures or spot prices of heating oil are in a volatile transition period, to carry out in-depth study of them will help to better grasp the heating oil price changes in regularity.
Conclusions and Prospects
Due to the fact that there are many factors with great diversity and complexity influencing the fluctuation of heating oil prices in the United States, and the most common methods currently used to study heating oil prices are the statistical and econometric methods which may not effectively reflect the evolution characteristics of topological dynamics changing with time. Therefore, this paper processes the spot and futures prices of heating oil using coarse grain processing technology based on the complex network view. In addition, the price fluctuation strings are constructed, and different 
Due to the fact that there are many factors with great diversity and complexity influencing the fluctuation of heating oil prices in the United States, and the most common methods currently used to study heating oil prices are the statistical and econometric methods which may not effectively reflect the evolution characteristics of topological dynamics changing with time. Therefore, this paper processes the spot and futures prices of heating oil using coarse grain processing technology based on the complex network view. In addition, the price fluctuation strings are constructed, and different modes are divided in the unit of week and one day as the step for data sliding. Then we take the mode as a node, the directional transformation between modes as the edge, and the transformation times as the weight of the connected edges to construct the directional weighted network models of the spot prices and futures prices of heating oil in America. Moreover, for HSPFN and HFPFN in different periods, some topological properties such as the average path length, node strength and strength distribution, betweenness centrality, clustering coefficient, as well as the similarity of degrees are investigated and analyzed, thus some meaningful conclusions different from the previous analysis on heating oil price fluctuations are drawn, as shown below.
First, no matter whether it is a phase of stable fluctuation or sharp volatility, the cumulative time intervals of new nodes existing in HSPFN and HFPFN show a trend of going up in a straight line. At the same time, for the two price networks of heating oil, the cumulative time intervals of new nodes during the steady fluctuation phase is longer than those in the stage of fiercely fluctuating. What is more, the cumulative time interval of new nodes appearing in the spot price fluctuation network is shorter than that in the futures price fluctuation network on the whole, which verifies the network of spot prices more complex than the futures price network in its evolution from a certain degree. Moreover, we can infer the appearing time of these unusually fluctuating nodes in the next stage based on the result that the cumulative time of new node is linearly increasing. These findings may provide more information for price setters, and provide an early warning for the price risk of heating oil trade market.
Second, we calculate the distance between any two nodes in the network based on the Floyd algorithm, and get the average path length of the network. The results show that the fluctuation modes of these two price fluctuation networks of heating oil are 7-8 days, which means there exists a short-range correlation between these price fluctuation modes. From the angle of different phases, the network diameter is longer and the fluctuation period is shorter in the period of sharp volatility for HSPFN. However, the situation is different for HFPFN, in which the network diameter is shorter in severely fluctuating period, while the fluctuation cycle in the stable and volatile period basically consistent. Spot price fluctuations in which period can be anticipated by calculating the network diameter and conversion cycle of HSPFN, which can give a warning for short-term fluctuations in heating oil prices, we can also take some measures to avoid price fluctuations at the same time.
Third, through analyzing the strength and strength distribution of nodes, it is found that on the one hand, the core volatility states of the two price networks of heating oil are embodied in the first 9% nodes, and the nodes with large strength are prone to connect with each other, the networks have a clear positive correlation at this time. These findings can make policymakers pay more attention to the 31 nodes with the largest strength which are more frequently converted in spot prices, and then provide more useful information for the price setting. On the other hand, the spot and futures price fluctuation networks of heating oil in different periods have the typical characteristics of scale-free networks. In addition, the distribution of power-law in the period of violent fluctuation is higher than that in the stable fluctuation stage, which reflects the complex intrinsic dynamic characteristics of heating oil price fluctuation.
Fourth, the similarity between the spot and futures price fluctuation of heating oil shows that there is a strong correlation between the two in the stable fluctuation period, but the relevance is very weak during the sharp fluctuation period, this phenomenon reflects the dependence that consisting in the price fluctuation networks of heating oil, and illustrates that the price discovery function of futures prices works well during the stable fluctuation period, while spot prices need to be adjusted according to the local situation due to some unexpected events during the violent fluctuation period.
Fifth, the evolution results of node strength and betweenness with time in different periods reveal that the strength of nodes with large betweenness are small, whether it is the spot price fluctuation network or the futures price fluctuation network of heating oil. In addition, the intermediary ability of network nodes is declining during the phase of steady volatility on account that the betweenness centrality in the stable period is less than that in the period of sharp fluctuation for two price networks of heating oil. At the same time, the nodes with small strength act as the main intermediary function in the network, when the nodes with small strength appear, it means they are in a transitional period, and identifying these nodes can be effective to pre-judge the fluctuating states of heating oil prices for the next period and prepare an adjustment strategy for decision-makers.
Sixth, the research on the clustering effect of two price fluctuation networks of heating oil in different periods indicates that HSPFN is closer in the stable fluctuation stage. Nevertheless, the situation is just the opposite for HFPFN. On the whole, the average clustering coefficient in the violent fluctuation period is greater than that in the phase of stable fluctuation for the above two networks, showing that the heating oil prices in the stable fluctuations have a higher complexity. In addition, core modes that cause clusters in spot and futures prices share a great similarity in a certain period. Therefore, it can provide some reference and help for us to study the clusters of oil price fluctuations in the future through the study of their clustering effect.
The heating oil market is a relatively complex system, affected by many uncertain factors, such as the cost of crude oil, the cost of distributing and marketing, refining costs and profits, and so on. These uncertain factors cause frequent fluctuations in heating oil prices, and provide necessary conditions for the production of heating oil futures market. Furthermore, the study of systematic risk behavior [40] and the improvement of the theory in this field are of great significance to guide economic life. Therefore, making systematic risk behavior analysis of its futures market combined with the quantitative treatment of uncertain factors will be an in-depth study of the future.
